
Preparing bees for almonds 2019 

All pallets must be pressure washed clean, ant & vegetation free, or transfer hives over to new 

or cleaned pallets before loading on truck.  California does not want any insects to cross the 

border that they do not already have, and some they do have, they do not want any more.   

If you spray around your pallets with Bifenthrin in your herbicide, you can keep the ants out & 

make it much easier to clean the pallets later.  The granular Bifenthrin, (Talstar), lasts longer 

and works well under your pallets.  It kills beetle larvae that may drop out as well. 

The hives should be strapped or tied to the pallets.  I do not recommend banding as the graders 

will cut them and we will not be able to secure them again for the return trip.   

Pallets need to have clips. 

The average of your hives should be 10 frames of bees & queen right for 8 frame pollination.    

It is colder in California and what looks like 10 frames in Florida will grade about 8.  To go for 

the 12 frame bonus there should be some bees in the top box as well.  Ship out with at least a 

half box of empty frames in the top box, as they normally grow and gain weight, especially in 

hard shells.  Colonies that are full of bees can be sent with an empty box on top, as long as they 

have enough weight to make it to when the bloom gets going.  They count bees, not brood or 

honey. 

The graders look at the top and bottom of each box. They average the top and bottom numbers 

of each box, then add the 2 box averages together to get your grade for that hive. 

 Less than 5 frames will be paid 0. Don’t send them! 

One or more of our crew will be onsite for the grading.  You will be paid what your hives grade.  

Send good bees!! 

I suggest filling a frame feeder with feed before shipping.    With feed the bees will travel well 

without big losses of field bees.  Also, the bees will not cannibalize the brood on the trip out & 

will grow and get a better grade.  Without the feed your bees will stop making brood and look 

lethargic until the bloom starts. 

The bees may lose weight in California depending on the weather.  It is a balancing act to leave 

room to grow and leave stores enough for the worst conditions.  Much harder when sending 1-

1/2 story colonies or 8 frame boxes. 

Pull the weak and queen less hives off.  Leave them in Florida if you can’t make them right.  

Don’t waste your money on trucking and expenses for colonies that you are not getting paid 

for.  If you end up with less hives that will make the grade than you committed to, we can find 

someone to fill out the load. 

Don’t send partial pallets, fill in the holes, and make your hives uniform in height. 

We will put out Bee pro for the bees in the orchards until the bloom starts to keep the bees 

producing brood but if you did not fill frame feeders, they may not take the bee pro.  I like the 

dry pollen feeders because they do not breed beetles. 



Pollen patties grow bees, even in crappy weather.  Be careful as you can breed beetles too, 

especially if weather turns warm & humid. 

We sell bee supplies and try to keep on hand most of what you may need to prepare and ship 

your bees. 

Make sure you get your inspection and health certificates from your local FL bee inspector.  You 

may be able to get a fire ant inspection also which can help get your bees through the border in 

California.  This year they are allowing up to 5 workers ants with the FL RIFA inspection.  Send 

or email me a copy of your Florida registration certificate for the return shipping. 

  Bob Harvey – Bob’s Bees Florida LLC – 609-381-8136 

 


